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David Busch's Compact Field Guide for the Nikon D7000Course Technology PTR, 2011


	Throw away your cheat-sheets and command cards! Are you tired of squinting

	at tiny color-coded tables on fold-out camera cards? Do you wish you had the

	most essential information extracted from my comprehensive David Busch’s

	Nikon D7000 Guide to Digital SLR Photography in a size you could tuck away

	in your camera bag?...
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Measure Theory: Second Edition (Birkhäuser Advanced Texts   Basler Lehrbücher)Birkhauser, 2013

	Intended as a self-contained introduction to measure theory, this textbook also includes a comprehensive treatment of integration on locally compact Hausdorff spaces, the analytic and Borel subsets of Polish spaces, and Haar measures on locally compact groups. This second edition includes a chapter on measure-theoretic probability...
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Programming Microsoft Windows CE .NET, Third EditionMicrosoft Press, 2003
Design sleek, high-performance applications for the newest smart mobile  devices with the industry’s most respected reference to Windows CE .NET. Now in  its third edition, this essential guide has been updated for Windows CE .NET 4.2  and the Microsoft .NET Compact Framework. Author Douglas Boling expertly  demonstrates how to apply your...
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Fourier Analysis on Finite Groups with Applications in Signal Processing and System DesignJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Discover applications of Fourier analysis on finite non-Abelian groups
The majority of publications in spectral techniques consider Fourier transform on Abelian groups. However, non-Abelian groups provide notable advantages in efficient implementations of spectral methods.      

Fourier Analysis on Finite Groups with Applications in...
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Signals and Systems with MATLAB ApplicationsOrchard Publications, 2003
This text contains a comprehensive discussion of continuous and discrete time signals and systems with many examples from MATLAB—software used to write efficient, compact programs to solve electrical and computer engineering problems of varying complexity. Intended for junior- and senior-level electrical engineering students and for...
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C# 3.0 in a Nutshell: A Desktop Quick ReferenceO'Reilly, 2007
This is a concise yet thorough reference to C# 3.0 programming as implemented in Microsoft's Visual Studio 2008. C# 3.0 in a Nutshell gets right to the point, covering the essentials of language syntax and usage as well as the parts of the .NET base class libraries you need to build working applications. But unlike earlier editions, this book is...
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Engineering Chemistry (as Per VTU)New Age Publications, 2007

	The objective of this book is to present a substantial introduction to the ideas, phenomena and methods of the problems that are frequently observed in mathematics, mathematical physics and engineering technology. The book can be appreciated at a considerable number of levels and is designed for everyone from amateurs to research workmen.
...
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Creating a Photo Album in Photoshop Elements for Windows: Visual QuickProject GuidePeachpit Press, 2005
If you're like many users, you may have a digital camera, plenty of snapshots, and a copy of Photoshop Elements, Adobe's consumer-level image editing software. But as anyone who's just come back from vacation with hundreds of digital photos knows, getting all those photos printed and organized is another matter altogether. Many...
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Microstrip Filters for RF/Microwave ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001

	Advanced, specialized coverage of microstrip filter design


	Microstrip Filters for RF/Microwave Applications is the only professional reference focusing solely on microstrip filters. It offers a unique and comprehensive treatment of filters based on the microstrip structure and includes full design methodologies that are also...
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Embedded Signal Processing with the Micro Signal ArchitectureJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007


	Embedded systems are usually part of larger and complex systems and are usually

	implemented on dedicated hardware with associated software to form a computational

	engine that will effi ciently perform a specifi c function. The dedicated hardware

	(or embedded processor) with the associated software is embedded into many...
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Building Solutions with the Microsoft .NET Compact Framework: Architecture and Best Practices for Mobile DevelopmentAddison Wesley, 2003
Whether you are an architect, developer, or manager, Building Solutions with the Microsoft .NET Compact Framework is your guide to creating effective solutions for mobile devices with .NET. Authors Dan Fox and Jon Box walk you through four essential architectural concepts and programming...
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A Primer on Scientific Programming with Python (Texts in Computational Science and Engineering)Springer, 2011

	The aim of this book is to teach computer programming using examples from mathematics and the natural sciences. We have chosen to use the Python programming language because it combines remarkable power with very clean, simple, and compact syntax. Python is easy to learn and very well suited for an introduction to computer programming. Python...
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